
TACKLE THINNER BROWS BY 

GETTING TO THE CORE OF 

THE ISSUE



A lot of women obsess over having heavy and lengthy eyebrows,
and we certainly think that it is for all the good reasons. Thick
eyebrows expand a lot of depth and extent to your face and enable
frame your characteristics beautifully. But years of over-plucking,
threading, or even waxing your brows stunts the eyebrow growth
progress and leaves bare patches in the spot of full brows.

Of course, there are your trusted brow products available on
trusted sources like Abbirae to help fill in these gaps seamlessly
and make it look like you’ve got flawlessly thick brows, but all of
us secretly crave to have this one facial detail look flawless
without using makeup tricks.



If you are someone who commonly has thin eyebrows or are encountering
sluggish or stunted growth, and wondering how to develop thicker
eyebrows naturally, then you’ve reached the right place. We have curated a
record of organic manners to enhance eyebrow growth by utilizing
natural remedies that will renovate your eyebrows in months. These
biological remedies are safe and the decent part is that they’re moreover
quite timely in indicating results.

Tackle thinner brows by getting to the core of the issue
Some people have thinner brows genetically, but if your once-thick brows
are releasing their biological absoluteness, it’s crucial to comprehend why.
Eyebrow hair can be cast-off due to several reasons—fungal disorders,
allergic responses, or an autoimmune disease called alopecia areata.
People can moreover have allergies to eyebrow pencils and powders, which
can direct hair removal. Of course, age, anxiety, and smoking are similar to
other causes.

https://abbirae.com/products/abbirae-brow-and-lash-growth-serum


Swap the tweezers for scissors

If you certainly want your brows to take
center stage, you'll have to avoid the
tweezers. If you keep your hands off for 10-
15 weeks, all the fresh brow growth will
enable you to re-shape. While the addition
might be slight haywire at first, these are
the hairs that were never enabled to thrive
their entire, gratitude to threading and
tweezing. Utilizing scissors almost on the
very prime or tamping the hair with brow
gel can enable maintain them tame
through your growing-out phase.



Add a brow-thickening product to the mix

If you realize like your brows require a nudge in the right path, brow 
conditioners and brow oils are certainly promising ideas to attempt to 
enable promote growth—they enhance flexibility and stability of the 

hairs, staving off them from breaking. 
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